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Rethinking Endpoint Security
in a Pandemic and Beyond
The corporate perimeter was struggling long before the pandemic came along; COVID might have obliterated it for good.
But focused attention on endpoint security can root out risk factors and make devices and their environments safer.
By Chris Gonsalves, Contributing Writer, Dark Reading

T

he changes were neither slow nor subtle.
Beginning in March 2020, as a deadly new coronavirus commenced its global
blitz in earnest, businesses and public-sector agencies spawned their own form
of systemic adaptation. Swift and radical alterations to tech-driven practices, processes, and protocols — most notably a wholesale shift to remote work — may well have
saved many organizations from even greater disruption over the course of the devastating pandemic.
As the COVID-19 crisis drags on into its third year, however, experts now warn of
hidden dangers lurking in the massive decentralization of IT and the tsunami of poorly
secured endpoint devices with persistent access to corporate networks and critical
digital assets.
“Any time organization and access models change, it is hard. Having the change thrust
upon us literally overnight made this even worse,” says Kevin Johnson, founder and CEO of
security training and testing consultancy Secure Ideas. “This has been pretty challenging.
Security models were not set up to deal with this many people accessing things remotely,
and this doesn’t even start with the legalities and concerns around testing and monitoring
for various controls when staff are using personal computers and networks to do their job.”
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Tech Gone Viral
The word “unprecedented” got quite a workout over the
course of the COVID crisis. In truth, viral pandemics are
really quite precedented; they’ve been around as long as
life on Earth itself. Different this time, however, is the vast
amount of technology at humans’ disposal to cope with
the hardships visited by a dangerous and highly contagious disease.
Over the past two years, Internet-connected systems
have been conscripted at scale to power the purchase of
goods, the delivery of services, the education of youth,
and much more, all with minimal face-to-face contact.
Enterprises leveraged the same technologies to quickly rethink work. In the face of adversity, remote-access
IT served up a suitable proxy for traditional business
communications, collaboration, and productivity. Meetings dissolved into simple, really-could-have-just-been
emails. Worthwhile meetings evolved into Zoom calls.
The paperless office we were all promised decades ago?
Turns out it was hiding in there all along, just waiting to be
unleashed. DocuSign and PandaDocs for everyone.
By the end of summer 2020, more than 70% of US workers with jobs that could be accomplished remotely were
working from home in response to the pandemic, according to the Pew Research Center. The most profound and
lasting impact has been on vertical sectors such as education and healthcare; corporate-level back-office and

administration functions; and professional services and
knowledge workers in industries such as finance, insurance, legal, and government. Such jobs lend themselves
more readily to IT-supported remote work environments.
This pandemic-driven reimagining of work comes at a
price, however. As often happens with technology, when
convenience goes up, security — and its nearest cousins,
privacy and resilience — goes down. Way down. Seven
in 10 remote-capable workers aren’t just shuffling around
in sweatpants and DMing their colleagues; they’re working with proprietary, sensitive corporate data on poorly
secured devices across scarcely defended networks, research shows. Devices that might once have been con-

dent and principal consultant at KRvW Associates. “All
of a sudden, these so-called internal employees are everywhere. Security departments had to move quickly to
support employee-owned home PCs. Others have had to
deploy company IT assets at employee homes. Neither
solution is ideal.”
“The biggest challenge has been accommodating such
a rapid shift to wholly remote work,” says Dave Shackleford, founder and principal consultant at security services firm Voodoo Security and a prolific SANS Institute
instructor. “Many endpoint security strategies were upended due to a lack of agents installed, patches and
updates not getting deployed in a timely manner, BYOD

The most profound impact has been on vertical sectors such as education
and healthcare; corporate-level back-office and administration functions; and
professional services and knowledge workers in industries such as finance,
insurance, legal, and government.
sidered rogue IT are now just regular IT, forming an ad
hoc, loosely managed environment where administrators
suffer poor visibility, sparse telemetry, and a hamstrung
ability to respond to security incidents.
“For traditional brick-and-mortar companies, the term
‘diaspora’ comes to mind,” says Ken van Wyk, presiFEBRUARY 2022 3

strategies becoming a necessity due to lack of corporate-owned laptops available, and even VPN connectivity
and capacity issues.”
Van Wyk, who is also a visiting scientist at Carnegie Mellon University’s Software Engineering Institute and a faculty member at IANS, echoes Johnson’s concerns about
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the legal issues complicating the securing of endpoints
of mixed lineage. “Imagine, for example, an employee is
using a different endpoint protection product than is used
at the office,” he says. “How about home PCs that are
shared among family members? I suspect a lot of those
legal issues are being brushed aside for now, but if and
when a security incident occurs, the CISO will be forced
to tackle it head-on.”
Such concerns have already moved from academic to
practical. Last fall, tech industry analyst firm Forrester
teamed with vulnerability and risk management vendor
Tenable for a global survey of 1,300 security leaders, business executives, and remote workers to explore shifts in
cybersecurity strategies at large enterprises made in response to the COVID-19 crisis. According to the research,
74% of organizations attribute recent, business-impacting
cyberattacks to vulnerabilities in IT components — personal devices coupled with remote access tools, for example — implemented over the course of the pandemic.
“Most organizations run with some level of technical and
security debt,” says Johnson. “What we saw in many orgs
was continuing that debt but pushing it to be remotely accessible. We also saw many orgs work under an assumption that remote work is the same as on-premises work.
This causes many issues around privacy and monitoring.”
Exacerbating the risks, many organizations responded
to the pandemic by rapidly shifting to cloud collaboration
FEBRUARY 2022 4

services like those in Microsoft’s 365 platform without
taking basic, necessary steps to secure things like data
storage and file sharing through judicious management of
account credentials and permissions, experts warn.
It’s that troubling lack of workforce boundaries — the
limited ability to see and control who is accessing and
sharing what data and services and on what devices —
that primarily drives increased risk in the remote work environment, experts say. To wit, Forrester found more than
half of remote enterprise workers use a personal device to
access customer data despite enterprise security’s pervasive lack of visibility into remote employee machines
and home networks.
In related research, identity and access management
specialist SailPoint found that roughly a quarter of remote
workers shared work passwords with spouses, roommates, or friends. That rate is closer to 40% for employees
under 25 years old. Of those who had been issued a work
machine by their employer, more than half admitted to using those devices for personal pursuits such as checking
email, online shopping, and posting to social media.
“For companies that are new to huge mobile workforces, I expect a lot of corners have been cut. There’s many
serious questions here,” van Wyk says. “What if a security compromise occurs? Who owns the data? Who owns
the PC? Does the company have the right to forensically
acquire employee private data?
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“In some of my clients’ sites, home PC users must consent to company management of their home PCs or other
devices,” he says. “That makes security monitoring easier, but I suspect a lot of companies are not prepared for
this and are not adequately monitoring home PCs.”

Security hazards and increased risk notwithstanding, remote work and remote
IT access are expected to linger for many even after the COVID-19 crisis runs
its course.

Getting Endpoints Back on Track
In the near term, when it comes to bolstering defenses for far-flung endpoints, it’s the security fundamentals that warrant immediate attention, experts
say.
“Configuration and patch management cycles and
methods need to be updated, and any endpoint security solutions will probably move to cloud-based
update cycles versus relying on connectivity back
to on-premises networks,” Shackleford notes. “Endpoint security posture validation — a ‘zero trust’ approach — is also becoming a much more significant
part of many security strategies for endpoints.”
The best enterprise security leaders are now prioritizing cloud-based endpoint security strategies
and leveraging brokering services like cloud access
security brokers and VPN replacement services like
Zscaler. “Endpoint security agents like EDR and anti-malware should ideally connect to the cloud for
updates, too, versus relying on on-premises update
servers,” Shackleford adds. “CISOs should also be

putting emphasis on SaaS security controls and
strategies, as these services directly apply to end
users and thus, their endpoint systems.”
One area of particular concern for security practitioners managing endpoints in a remote-access environment is identity and credentials management.
“Hijacked and stolen credentials are still one of the
biggest factors in breaches and incidents today,”
says Shackleford. “We need more attention here.
“The use of password managers is getting more attention, along with remote browser isolation and federation and SSO [single sign-on],” he says. “In fact,
I’d go so far as to say that federation and SSO are no
longer simply optional, especially with the explosion
in cloud services.”
Johnson agrees, adding that the focus on managing identity and credentials needs to last well beyond
the pandemic. “Identity and credential management
is the foundation of security,” he says. “And for too
long it has been ignored or pushed under the rug.”
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Securing What’s Next
Thinking beyond the pandemic is seen as increasingly
important for security practitioners. Security hazards and
increased risk notwithstanding, remote work and remote
IT access are expected to linger for many even after the
COVID-19 crisis runs its course.
Business strategy firm Channelnomics polled large,
global organizations in the summer of 2021 to ask what
percentage of employees would continue to work from
home after the pandemic threat had abated. On average,
large enterprises said between 50% and 60% of their
employees would continue to work remotely most of the
time. US and European organizations came in at the low
end of that range; worldwide, predictions ranged from
about 40% in Japan to more than 80% in Australia.
Remote work is expected to outlive the pandemic precisely because it works well for bosses and employees
alike. In late 2020, 73% of executives surveyed by professional services firm PricewaterhouseCoopers said their
pandemic-driven experiments with working remotely were
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a success. Meanwhile, a similar share of employees (72%)
said they wanted to keep working from home at least two
days a week; one-third said they hoped the switch to fulltime remote working was permanent.
What should enterprises do to bolster their environments for this new normal, where some employees slowly
venture back to the corporate campus while a significant
percentage continues to work from home at least part of
the time? The first step, experts say, is to gird their organizations for two key pain points:
• Rooting out policy scofflaws. It’s been nearly two full
years in the pandemic Wild West. In fairness, a lot of
decisions to skirt security policies and thwart established controls were made in the heat of the COVID
battle. Employees did what they had to do to keep
working and producing. This is especially true for organizations with application developers, a group already infamous for prioritizing progress and innovation over security and privacy. Security practitioners
and corporate IT leadership need to be understanding
as they survey the damage and even be prepared to
accept some atypical scenarios like local system development, relaxed rules for privileged access to virtual machines and containers, and more liberal use of
cloud-native services. For now. Getting all IT assets
back to traditional standardized and controlled practices is, of course, the ultimate goal.

• S
 couring for indicators of compromise. Beyond
policy violations, pandemic-era endpoint devices
moving in, about, and through the corporate network
environment may also be suffering infections of their
own. CISOs and their teams need to be on alert for a
whole host of potential and persistent malware infections contracted by users who’ve had free rein to surf,
click, and download since early 2020. Experts suggest spinning up short-term security operations center
monitoring and targeted incident response processes
specifically designed to address end-user devices that
have spent any time outside of the security organization’s purview.

be addressed if they’re connecting those systems to
on-premises networks and services that they hadn’t accessed before,” Shackleford notes. “New configuration
and security standards may need to be created, sometimes from scratch. For example, many organizations
now have Macs in use, whereas prior to the pandemic
they were 100% Windows-based. What’s the update cycle for Macs look like?”
Shackleford and others favor an initial assessment approach that includes:
• Updating remote tools and strategies. Particularly for organizations that expect to be dealing with an
emerging hybrid work model, the shift to pandemic
maintenance mode presents a logical milestone for reAssessments and Strategic Response
visiting remote access tools and services, as well as
With those caveats in mind, security teams can start to
the policies and governance issues associated with
plan for the challenges they’ll most likely encounter as
them. For those enterprises still mostly dependent on
workers start trickling back into the office and workforces
traditional VPNs, newer models like zero-trust network
start to take on a more hybrid, remote-local look and feel.
access and other cloud-based services might offer im“If employees are going to be using their own sysproved network access controls and more secure actems in an ongoing [BYOD] manner, that may need to
cess to both in-house and cloud applications.

Security teams can start to plan for the challenges they’ll most likely encounter
as workers start trickling back into the office and workforces start to take on a
more hybrid, remote-local look and feel.
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• F
 ormalizing vulnerability scanning and forensic
assessment protocols. From a high-level policy perspective, security leaders must determine how systems returning to internal networks — and those that
remain outside the perimeter — should be handled.
The processes, scheduling, and operational investment necessary to determine which devices get a cursory scan and which are subjected to more thorough
forensic analysis must be spelled out and socialized to
all stakeholders.
• Reclassifying BYOD endpoints into managed systems. The personal systems that workers that relied
on to accomplish their work during the pandemic
will be in the spotlight in the coming months as rules
around remote access evolve. Experts say this is a
good time to consider an organizational course correction back to more controlled systems, perhaps
even introducing virtual desktops where feasible.
Such a strategic shift won’t be easy, fast, or inexpensive, so getting a jump on the change early in the
pandemic realignment is key.

best practices and controls, as well as robust protection,
detection, and response capabilities.
“I think that repatriation is ultimately actually easier,”
says Johnson. “We treat endpoints as untrusted until we
verify that they meet the standards to plug into the network. The organization should be doing this already for
devices, and when the system connects it should be assessed.”
With remote access remaining a significant factor in the
enterprise for the foreseeable future, the endpoint security practitioner’s short-term tactical playbook should include:
• Whipping devices back into shape. Users’ machines
that have spent any time at all in a remote environment
most likely contain outdated antivirus signatures and
endpoint security agents, not to mention new apps,
different browsers, and other problematic issues.
Company-owned devices will be easier to assess and
fix through VPN connections and automated agent
updates. BYOD endpoints will prove more challenging
and should be held at arm’s length from the corporate
environment until vulnerability management schedules
Honing a Tactical Approach
can be reshuffled to effectively accommodate them.
Developing a mature and effective endpoint security strat• Quarantining at-risk endpoints. What’s good for the
egy for a post-pandemic world requires a firm foundation,
humans is good for the machines. In that interim period
experts emphasize. Building that foundation depends on a
when vulnerabilities are being methodically assessed
short list of tactical security fundamentals with established
and additional security screening and preparation proFEBRUARY 2022 7
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cesses are performed, some BYOD remote devices
will require a short-term quarantine. This is especially important for endpoints used by BYOD employees
and contractors who handle sensitive data and access
or manage critical systems, experts stress.
• Training users in the ways of the new normal. Security awareness training for users is a staple of most robust enterprise security strategies, but it’s important to
acknowledge that things have changed. The ongoing
use of personal and corporate endpoints in blended
remote and on-premises environments ramps up risk
and raises the possibility of new phishing campaigns
and other attacks that could be more widespread and
damaging. Experts expect attackers to launch new
campaigns specifically targeting users returning to the
office, with spoofed messages posing as password resets or security and system updates. All of this fresh
information should be used to update security awareness training and related discussions with users.
• Getting a handle on identities and credentials. Experts are nearly unanimous in their support for improving the way organizations handle these critical access
and permissions controls. As a practical approach,
any users not leveraging multifactor authentication —
or those who were granted temporary mobile or VPN
access during the pandemic’s early, chaotic stages —
are due for immediate upgrade to robust and consis-

tent access, authentication, and authorization controls.
Centralized SSO and a federation strategy for access
to cloud (and even some on-premises) applications are
the gold standard here.
• Reviewing suspect accounts and odd behavior.
During the remote work period, some accounts may
have exhibited unusual or suspicious behavior (account hijacking has been rampant from late 2019 to the
current day). Plan to implement and enforce additional monitoring or zero-trust segmentation for accounts
and systems that may be suspect until vulnerability assessments and other investigations prove otherwise.
As security pros know full well, the so-called corporate
perimeter was already hobbled with pre-existing conditions long before the pandemic came along; COVID
might have obliterated it for good. That said, appropriate
and focused attention on endpoint security can root out
acquired risk factors and make the devices and their supporting environments safer as practitioners prepare for a
protracted period of remote work access and non-standard endpoint configurations. The keys, experts say, are
diligence and awareness.
“While you’re being responsive to users’ needs, don’t
forget to come back to all those conveniences you swept
under the rug to enable mobile work in the first place,”
van Wyk concludes. “They’re out there lurking and will
eventually bite you in the butt if you don’t pay attention to
FEBRUARY 2022 8

them before you’re forced to.”

About the Author: Chris Gonsalves is an award-winning
author, researcher, and public speaker focused on the intersection of secure, resilient informational technology and effective
business strategy. Chris has spent two decades researching and
analyzing enterprise IT systems and the service providers that
deliver them. A seasoned technology journalist and a veteran US
Army technologist, Chris currently leads the research team at
business-strategy firm Channelnomics. He previously served as
Research Director at the Institute for Applied Network Security
and as executive editor of TechTarget’s CIO and IT Strategy group.
His work has appeared in numerous publications, including the
Wall Street Journal, eWEEK, Baseline Magazine, Channel Insider,
CRN, and VARBusiness.
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Rethinking Endpoint Security in 2022
The biggest gaps to close will be around identity exposure visibility and identity detection and response.
By Carolyn Crandall, Chief Security Advocate, Attivo Networks

C

ompromising an endpoint is one of the most common ways for an
attacker to access an organization’s network. As more organizations
grapple with the challenges of hybrid workplaces and unmanaged devices, security teams need to rethink their approach to endpoint security.
Endpoint detection and response (EDR) tools have enhanced endpoint protection solutions. Multifactor authentication (MFA) has improved the process
for ensuring that users can securely connect to their networks in a “work from
anywhere” environment. However, despite these advancements in endpoint
security defenses, there are still fundamental weaknesses in preventing credential theft and misuse, privilege escalation, and lateral movement attack
activities.
Security teams can start by expanding the aperture for endpoint protection beyond preventing the initial compromise to identity security that covers
credential protection and gives insights into the overprovisioning of entitlements, privilege escalation, and lateral movement detection.
The good news is that available new technology prevents attackers from
breaking out from an endpoint. There are four key ways businesses should
be prepared and equipped to stop threats. These approaches reduce risk and
bolster ransomware attack readiness.
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Step 1: Identity Exposure Visibility for
Attack Surface Reduction on the Endpoint
The Colonial Pipeline incident showed that just one
weak password can enable a devasting and disabling
ransomware incident. The first step in reducing risk is
finding and removing exposed credentials and privileged accounts on an endpoint to remove attack paths
and reduce the attack surface. Automated tools can
provide topographical relationship maps and risky credential remediation.

Step 2: Identity Exposure Visibility for
Attack Surface Reduction From the
Endpoint
Attackers are going straight to Active Directory to gain
privileged access. Unfortunately, it is intrinsically insecure, and attackers succeed more often than not.
Vulnerability assessment of Active Directory has never
been simpler with insights from the endpoint that show
what exposures, misconfigurations, and vulnerabilities
attackers could exploit from that system. Automation
tools can take hundreds of manual checks and weeks
of manual processing and reduce data correlation tasks
to minutes. Detailed health checks complete user, device, and Active Directory checks, providing indicators
of exposure (IoEs), remediation reports, and advice to
close attack paths quickly.

Step 3: Identity Exposure Visibility for Attack
Surface Reduction for Cloud Infrastructure
Entitlement Management
Analysts have said that 95% of entitlements in the cloud
are overprovisioned and never used. Human and non-human entities belong to groups that define their entitlements
in the cloud, which has helped with faster migration but
has also caused an explosion in attack surfaces that organizations must manage. Azure and AWS also have different environments to manage, adding to complexity. Cloud
FEBRUARY 2022 10

infrastructure entitlement management (CIEM) solutions
add automation that helps see exposures and drift from
security policies, which can be useful in an environment
that uses MFA, but users have turned it off.

Step 4: Identity Detection and Response
(IDR)
Many organizations are adopting IDR to sit alongside EDR
solutions to address credential theft, misuse, and privilege
escalation activities. IDR uses several strategies.
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Concealment technology can detect and derail credential
theft and misuse, which differs from traditional deception in
that it hides real production credentials and AD objects from attacker tools. Additionally, policy-based credential controls can
prevent attackers from misusing legitimate credentials. The
ability to bind credentials to their applications plays a powerful
role in zero-trust architectures and least-privilege administration. Disinformation, lures, and deception decoys also detect
lateral movement and prevent endpoint fingerprinting.
IDR solutions can also find indicators of compromise (IoCs)
to identify evidence of attack activities. For example, suppose
an attacker tries to elevate privileges by enumerating Active
Directory. In that case, the solutions can detect and alert on
suspicious password changes, mass account changes, bruteforce attacks, reactivation of disabled accounts, and other dubious actions.
As organizations and governments rethink endpoint security,
the biggest gaps to close will be around identity exposure visibility and identity detection and response. With an average of
under five days to run an exploit, preventing attackers from using identities to break out from an endpoint should be in every
CISO’s budget this year.
About the Author: Carolyn Crandall has 30+ years of industry
experience and has been named one of the Top 100 Women in
Cybersecurity. Carolyn is a regular Dark Reading contributor
and is a co-author of the book Deception-Based Threat
Detection: Shifting Power to the Defenders.
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Why Windows Print Spooler Remains
a Big Attack Target
Despite countless vulnerabilities and exploits, the legacy Windows printing process service
continues to be an attack surface in constant need of repair and maintenance, security experts say.
By Jai Vijayan, Contributing Writer, Dark Reading

W

hen a team of hackers believed to be from the US and Israel deployed the
Stuxnet worm in 2010 to sabotage centrifuges at an Iranian uranium-enrichment facility in Natanz, one critical vulnerability they exploited in the attack
was a flaw in Windows Print Spooler.
More than a decade after the incident, the Microsoft printer services technology remains a popular target for attackers seeking to gain highly privileged access on enterprise networks. For security teams, the service, which is used to manage the printing
process in Windows environments, continues to be a massive attack surface in almost
constant need of patching and repair.
Just this year, Microsoft has scrambled to issue updates for multiple, critical newly discovered flaws in Print Spooler — in some cases only after reports of exploits being available for them in the wild. The most recent examples are CVE-2021-36958, a remote code
execution flaw for which Microsoft issued an emergency out-of-band patch in August,
and the so-called “PrintNightmare” bug (CVE-2021-34527), which prompted urgent advisories from US-CERT and others for organizations to immediately disable Print Spooler
on all critical systems. The flaws, and numerous others over the years, including CVE2021-1675 patched in June 2021 and the “PrintDemon” flaw (CVE-2020-1048) from May
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2020, have served to highlight the potent risk that Win- exploitation attempts, and the relevant Windows event
dows Print Spooler continues to present for organizations. logs are disabled by default. This means organizations often need to proactively hunt for exploitation attempts inPerfect Target
side their networks targeting Print Spooler, Biderman says.
For threat actors, the technology presents an ideal atPrint Spooler bugs are easy to exploit, even without
tack target, security experts say. Print Spooler is more possessing very strong technical skills. Also, the exploits
than 20 years old and dates to Windows NT. It is complex are stable, which means threat actors can often execute
and riddled with bugs that are waiting to be found. The an exploit without crashing the vulnerable system. Sigservice is enabled by default on all Windows systems, nificantly, a Print Spooler exploit will work for any system
including domain controllers and other critical enterprise — workstations, servers, older systems such as Windows
Windows systems. The technology, when exploited, can 2008, and newer systems like Windows Server 2019, Bigive attackers system-level privileges and the ability to derman says.
install malware, modify data, and execute malicious code
The highly privileged access Print Spooler can provide
remotely. On critical systems such as domain controller to enterprise networks can be especially problematic.
and Active Directory systems, Print Spooler flaws such For instance, the PrintNightmare bug in a Print Spooler
as PrintNightmare have given attackers the opportunity component for installing printer drivers gave attackers a
to create new admin accounts and gain access to any way to compromise an organization’s entire identity insystem on the network.
frastructure very quickly. It gave attackers system-level
“The Print Spooler service is on by default on every privileges on domain controllers and the ability to execute
Windows version, workstations, servers, and older and malicious actions over an encrypted channel with full adnewer systems alike,” says Oren Biderman, senior inci- ministrator rights.
dent response expert at Sygnia. “Different types of threat
“Hackers are looking for any service that listens on a
actors, from nation state-backed actors to ransomware port that they can communicate with,” says Archie Agargroups, [have abused] Print Spooler bugs to elevate privi- wal, founder and CEO at ThreatModeler. “It just so hapleges on the machines or at the domain level and execute pens that the Microsoft Print Spooler service has system
their code in a stealthy manner.”
privileges, which means any code [that] attackers can
From a defender’s perspective, it is difficult to identify remotely execute in the context of this service will have
FEBRUARY 2022 13
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those same high privileges.”
Print Spooler bugs often enable lateral movement and
escalation of privileges, making them a big target for attackers, Agarwal says.

Complicating Factors
There are other factors that make Print Spooler a nightmare for security administrators. One of them is complexity. For example, the fact that Print Spooler interacts with
the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) subsystem can make
vulnerability remediation challenging for organizations in
some circumstances. That’s because RPC is an extremely
complex subsystem that has been a source of numerous
vulnerabilities itself, says Jake Williams, co-founder and
CTO at BreachQuest. To fully mitigate risks from vulnerabilities in Print Spooler, organizations are often forced to
ensure that the way it interacts with the RPC subsystem is
secure as well.
“Print Spooler is probably due for a rewrite from the
ground up,” Williams says. “Threat actors know there’s
blood in the water and are working to discover additional
vulnerabilities in the Print Spooler subsystem.”
Microsoft’s own handling of Print Spooler bugs has
been a source of frustration as well for security administrators. Many, for instance, had assumed a patch Microsoft had issued in June for a flaw in Print Spooler
(CVE-2021-1675) would protect them from the attacks

that were tied to the PrintNightmare bug a month later.
Security researchers believe that though both bugs likely had the same root cause, Microsoft’s June patch only
addressed a local privilege escalation issue without considering the potential for remote abuse of the same underlying vulnerability.
There have been numerous other instances where
patches Microsoft has issued for Print Spooler flaws have
failed to fully protect organizations against attacks targeting the flaws. In 2020, 10 years after the Stuxnet incident,
researchers from Safe Breach uncovered three zero-day
flaws in Print Spoolers, two of which essentially involved
a new way of exploiting the same function that Stuxnet
did a decade ago.
“We struggle enough as an industry trying to remediate vulnerabilities, but the effort is confounded further
when vendors release patches that don’t work or publish fixes that are faulty,” says Yaniv Bar-Dayan, CEO and
co-founder at Vulcan Cyber. “And even if a patch remediates perfectly, this doesn’t mean it has been applied
or applied correctly with all other fixes often needed in
conjunction with a patch.”
It’s hard to know exactly why Microsoft has not been
able to fully harden the Print Spooler service, adds Claire
Tills, senior research engineer at Tenable. There has been
significant attention on Print Spooler from researchers,
security professionals, and attackers, putting pressure on
FEBRUARY 2022 14

Microsoft to respond quickly.
“This may cause Microsoft to release patches for single
issues without fully investigating the service,” Tillis says.

About the Author: Jai Vijayan is a seasoned technology reporter
with over 20 years of experience in IT trade journalism. He specializes in writing on information security and data privacy topics. He
was most recently a Senior Editor at Computerworld. He is a regular
contributor to Dark Reading, CSO Online, and TechBeacon.
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XDR Pushing Endpoint Detection and
Response Technologies to Extinction
Ironically, EDR’s success has spawn demand for technology that extends beyond it.
By Jai Vijayan, Contributing Writer, Dark Reading

T

he success that many organizations have had in recent years with endpoint
detection and response (EDR) products may be hastening the end of the
technology.
Pushing it to the sidelines is an emerging class of extended detection and response
(XDR) technologies that pairs EDR functions with telemetry from the network, applications, and cloud, according to a Forrester Research report.
Forrester is one among several analyst firms that in recent months has noted the rapid
emergence of XDR as an approach to mitigating cyberthreats from the enterprise endpoint to the cloud.
Gartner, for instance, views XDR tools — as well as machine learning and automation
— as key to improving threat detection accuracy and security productivity, especially
for resource-strapped security operations centers (SOCs). Omdia has described it as a
technology that is “quickly taking the enterprise cybersecurity industry by storm.” In a
recent survey, ESG Group found 70% of organizations are already using or considering
XDR. Another survey conducted by the Ponemon Institute on behalf of FireEye found
organizations intended to spend an average of $333,150 on XDR in 2020, compared
with $183,150 on security information and event management (SIEM) and $345,150 on
security orchestration, automation, and response (SOAR).
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Several factors are driving interest, says Allie Mellen,
Forrester analyst and author of the report. The first is the
fact that understaffed SOC teams simply don’t have the
time required to thoroughly investigate and respond to
every threat facing their organizations, especially given
the plethora of security tools they must deal with.
Many security leaders, having seen the value in EDR,
are also looking for ways to extend those capabilities beyond the endpoint.
“While EDR provides effective endpoint detection and
response, security teams require more telemetry than
just the endpoint,” Mellen says. “XDR provides needed visibility and control to other parts of the business
through integrations that combine EDR data with other
types of telemetry.”
The third factor driving interest in XDR is the cloud. With
enterprises shifting more of their operations to the cloud,
security leaders are under growing pressure to protect
data there, she says.
XDR builds on the success of EDR and is, in a way,
the next evolution of the technology, Mellen says. Like
conventional EDR tools, XDR also gathers and analyzes
security event and threat data from endpoint devices,
such as laptops, workstations, and mobile devices. Unlike EDR technologies, though, XDR unifies this endpoint
security data with data from network tools, applications,
identity and access management tools, and the cloud.

Importantly, XDR enables an automated response capability as well.

Collision Course
Up until now, security teams have typically used security
analytics tools, SIEM, network analysis products, and data
lakes to try and match data from their EDR tools with the
rest of the environment. While such efforts have had varying degrees of success, they also have been extremely resource-intensive, involved way too much data, and yielded
a high rate of false positives.
Importantly, many security analytics platforms, like
SIEM, are primarily useful in gathering and aggregating
security event and log data from a wide variety of sources — but less so for analytics. That’s because the primary
driver for SIEM deployments, for instance, typically has
been compliance, Mellen says.
“XDR looks to address these gaps by centralizing detection in telemetry that is known to produce high-efficacy detections,” she says. “By basing detections in the
endpoint, whether the endpoint takes the form of a laptop, workstation, mobile device, or the cloud, XDR aims
to reduce false positives and focus detections on the data
most likely to yield accurate detections.”
Enterprises that are shopping for EDR technologies will
need to decide whether they want to go with a native
XDR capability or a hybrid one. Forrester defines native
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XDR as technology where integration is focused around
products that are already in a vendor’s existing portfolio.
A hybrid XDR environment, on the other hand, integrates
products from multiple third parties.
The benefit with native XDR is that it offers a relatively
straightforward buying process and tight integration. The
benefit with hybrid XDR is that it allows security organizations to choose best-of-breed products, though the
integration could be a bit of a struggle, Mellen says. XDR,
both hybrid and native, is delivered via a software-as-aservice (SaaS) model.
Mellen expects the shift from EDR to XDR will happen in
an evolving manner.
“XDR detections remain mired in endpoint data, which
is currently limited to laptops, workstations, and mobile
devices,” she says. “[But] as XDR capabilities mature and
detection expands beyond the traditional endpoint, it will
siphon off more tasks from the SIEM until they become
head-to-head competitors in the next three to five years.”

About the Author: Jai Vijayan is a seasoned technology
reporter with over 20 years of experience in IT trade journalism.
He specializes in writing on information security and data privacy
topics. He was most recently a Senior Editor at Computerworld.
He is a regular contributor to Dark Reading, CSO Online, and
TechBeacon.
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Businesses Boost Security Budgets.
Where Will the Money Go?
Most organizations plan to spend more on security, leaders say in a report that
explores their toughest challenges, post-breach costs, and spending priorities.
By Kelly Sheridan, Senior Editor, Dark Reading

B

usinesses plan to invest more money in cybersecurity, but it remains unclear
whether extra investments will prepare them to face advanced attacks targeting
the supply chain and crossing hybrid infrastructure — two trends top of mind
among security leaders, a report states.
To learn more about security teams’ most pressing obstacles and spending priorities, Splunk teamed up with Enterprise Strategy Group to survey 535 security leaders.
Most (88%) leaders reported security spending will increase at their organization; 35%
said there will be a “significant” boost. The research, conducted a year after COVID-19
lockdowns began and two months after the SolarWinds supply chain attack disclosure,
reveals the response to a rise in cybercrime.
More than half (53%) of respondents said attacks increased during the pandemic and
84% have experienced a significant security incident in the past two years. The most
common type of attack is email compromise (42%), followed by data breach (39%),
mobile malware (37%), DDoS attack (36%), phishing (33%), ransomware (31%), and
regulatory compliance violation (28%).
More than 40% said the primary cost of security incidents was the IT time and personnel needed to remediate them. Other costs included lost productivity (36%), disruptions
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to applications and systems (35%), disruption to business
processes (32%), breach of confidential data (28%), public breach disclosure (19%), and employees terminated or
prosecuted (18%).
The security leader’s job is tougher than it was two
years ago, 49% of respondents said. The top challenges they cited include a more complex threat landscape
(48%), moving workloads to the cloud and difficulty monitoring the larger attack surface (32%), and workforce hiring (28%).
Cloud is an area of growth and trouble for IT security
teams, the report shows. Three-quarters of cloud infrastructure users are now multicloud; in two years, 87%
expect to use multiple cloud service providers. The percentage of respondents using more than three providers
is expected to jump from 29% to 53% in the next two
years; in the same time frame, the number of cloud-native workloads is predicted to increase from 29% to 55%,
according to the report.
“For all its elasticity and speed, the pandemic-fueled
rush to the cloud left security teams with an expanded
scope and fewer security measures in place,” says Yassir
Abousselham, CISO of Splunk. As hybrid cloud adoption
grows, he says, so will security challenges associated
with it.
Researchers found that business email compromise
attacks, for example, affected on-premises applications

and infrastructure 44% of the time, compared with 36%
for cloud resources. While in most cases, the differences between on-premises and cloud-based infrastructure
were marginal, he says this is a sign attacks are crossing
hybrid infrastructure. Attackers who breach an on-premises entry point will try to move laterally, including into
cloud applications and data.
Half of leaders surveyed struggle to maintain security consistency across data center and public cloud
environments. Nearly 30% struggle with lack of visibility into public cloud infrastructure, and 42% said using multiple security controls increases the associated
costs and complexity.

Investing for a Future of Advanced Attacks
The increase in security spending is especially relevant to
areas such as cloud security, a priority for 41% of respondents, and cyber-risk management (32%). Other high-priority areas include network security (27%), security operations (24%), security analytics (22%), endpoint security
(21%), and data privacy (20%).
“With the events that took place this past year, we expect that cloud security spend will continue to be the top
priority in 2021,” says Abousselham. “Also top of mind in
terms of investment will be risk management, identity and
access management modernization, and security operations and analytics.”
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As organizations “sprinted to the cloud” during the pandemic, supply chains became even more intricately connected, expanding the attack surface. When news of SolarWinds broke, many businesses reassessed how they
defend against potential supply chain attacks. Respondents claimed they will conduct more security controls
audits (35%), scan software updates more often (30%),
increase penetration testing (27%), and increase multifactor authentication (26%).
While it caused a number of organizations to rethink
their security posture, SolarWinds did not have that effect
on everyone: Only 47% of CISOs have briefed their executive leadership or boards about the implications. Only
23% have reassessed or changed their policies for vendor
risk management, and the same amount have segmented
their networks to limit system access.
“There is always more that businesses can be doing
when it comes to cybersecurity,” notes Abousselham.
“SolarWinds served as a prime example of that.” He adds
that “we have seen much less material improvement plans”
following the breach than they anticipated or hoped.
This investment in automation and analytics can help
mitigate the challenge of small security teams, according
to the report, as the right automation can help employees
handle most issues faster than manual processes so they
can dedicate effort to more urgent alerts.
Still, Abousselham says that automation, machine
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learning, and other sophisticated tech can only do so
much.
“Although advanced technologies enable organizations
to do more with leaner teams, an expanding organization facing growing threats needs to invest in automation
while bolstering advanced security talent,” he explains.
Businesses must be investing in their employees as much
as they invest in automation and analytics; however, researchers found that only 19% of organizations will prioritize training security staff and only 15% planned to prioritize staffing in 2021.

About the Author: Kelly Sheridan is a Senior Editor at Dark
Reading.
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